We present CrossSense, a novel system for scaling up WiFi sensing to new environments and larger problems. To reduce the cost of sensing model training data collection, CrossSense employs machine learning to train, off-line, a roaming model that generates from one set of measurements synthetic training samples for each target environment. To scale up to a larger problem size, CrossSense adopts a mixture-of-experts approach where multiple specialized sensing models, or experts, are used to capture the mapping from diverse WiFi inputs to the desired outputs. The experts are trained offline and at runtime the appropriate expert for a given input is automatically chosen. We evaluate CrossSense by applying it to two representative WiFi sensing applications, gait identification and gesture recognition, in controlled single-link environments. We show that CrossSense boosts the accuracy of state-of-the-art WiFi sensing techniques from 20% to over 80% and 90% for gait identification and gesture recognition respectively, delivering consistently good performance -particularly when the problem size is significantly greater than that current approaches can effectively handle.
INTRODUCTION
WiFi has emerged as a powerful medium for sensing information. By measuring how the wireless channel is affected by humans and their activities, tasks like gait identification [76] , gesture recognition [2, 26] , activity recognition [59, 75] and even vital sign monitoring [1, 68] could be possible. WiFi sensing is particularly attractive for smart spaces as it can be easily deployed using as few as two wireless routers, not requiring instrumenting the users, and being less privacy intrusive than other infrastructure-based solutions such as video monitoring [28, 33] .
While existing research has demonstrated the vast potential of WiFi as a sensing technique, currently there are two significant drawbacks that limit the uptake of WiFi sensing and the scale at which it can operate. Firstly, the dominant approach for WiFi sensing requires a labour-intensive and time-consuming process of collecting training measurements or fingerprints to characterize how wireless channel metrics, such as channel state information (CSI) or received signal strength indicator (RSSI), are affected by the target (e.g., a gait or a gesture). These training measurements must be carefully collected for each target subject or activity from each deployment site. While it may be feasible to collect such data from each occupant of a home, asking each employee or visitor to provide training measurements from each meeting room in a smart office setting is infeasible. Secondly, many WiFi sensing solutions currently can handle only small sets of subjects. As shown in the paper, performance of prior WiFi sensing techniques decreases quickly as the number of targets goes beyond a handful. This makes deployments into large-scale settings, such as enterprises or campuses, infeasible as these scenarios would require supporting hundreds of users and numerous activities.
In this paper, we present CrossSense, a system for scaling up WiFi sensing to new environments and larger sensing problems. By addressing both challenges simultaneously, CrossSense not only increases the scale and uptake of WiFi sensing, but opens up new possibilities for innovative applications and services. As an example, one can offer personalized services in every room within a company building, hotel or conference center by collecting a training sample from the visitor once at the reception; and the system can now support many more users at a time. WiFi sensing could also be part of a multi-factor authentication protocol [29, 35, 53, 65] to verify a user's claimed identity across sites. These exciting applications can only be realized if the WiFi training measurements can be effectively translated and utilized across sites, and if sensing can target a larger problem size. CrossSense has been designed to offer these capabilities 1 .
To enable WiFi training measurements to be collected once and used across sites, CrossSense integrates an artificial neural network based approach for roaming previously collected measurements from another site to automatically generate synthetic sensing model training samples (also known as virtual samples [66] ) for the new environment. The roaming model is first trained off-line and then used for any unseen subjects. To reduce the number of samples required for learning a roaming model for a new site or sensing task, we employ transfer learning [87] to leverage an existing roaming model. We exploit the fact that the WiFi signal properties that are abstracted by the beginning layers of the neural network are mostly independent of the optimization problem. We reuse these parts of the network across sites and domains, and, in the process, we speed up learning new roaming models considerably.
To enable WiFi sensing to target a larger problem size, we employ a mixture-of-experts based approach [30] . The central idea is that, instead of using a single monolithic model for a sensing task (e.g., gait recognition or gesture recognition), we use multiple models (experts) where each expert is specialized for a subset of application scenarios and input data. In this way, each model is used only when its predictions are effective. One major advantage of our approach is that new 1 Note that our work specifically targets WiFi sensing techniques that rely on a classifier-based approach to distinguish between target activities. While there have been some efforts at WiFi sensing techniques that model target activities directly through signal characteristics, most notably in gesture recognition where gestures can be modelled as a sequence of primitives (such as moving the hand left or right) that are captured from Doppler shift information [2, 32, 50] , the majority of past techniques in WiFi sensing are based on classifier-based techniques. models can easily be added and are selected only when appropriate. The result is a new way of using machine learning for WiFi sensing, with a generalized framework for diverse inputs, application domains and environments.
We demonstrate the benefits of CrossSense by applying it to WiFi-based gait identification and gesture recognition, and considering CSI and RSSI based metrics. We compare to five state-of-the-art WiFi sensing methods [26, 60, 66, 76, 90] and a wireless signal translation approach [13] . We perform an extensive evaluation across three controlled sites, involving 100 users, 40 gestures, and over 1.2 million wireless activity samples. We show that CrossSense delivers the best and the most reliable performance across evaluation scenarios and sensing tasks. It boosts the accuracy of state-of-the-art solutions by 4 folds, and enables WiFi sensing to work across sites and for significantly larger problem sizes.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• We present an automatic scheme to effectively leverage existing WiFi training measurements to build sensing models for new environments (Section 4); • We apply, for the first time, transfer learning to effectively reuse the learned knowledge across different sites and tasks for WiFi sensing (Section 4.3); • Our work is the first to employ mixture-of-experts for WiFi sensing to scale up the size of the problems that can be supported, delivering significant performance improvement over state-of-the-art techniques. Our generic framework allows new models to be easily added to target a wider range of application contexts (Section 5);
MOTIVATION
CrossSense addresses two significant drawbacks in current wireless sensing solutions, cross-site generalization and scale of the problems that can be supported. To further illustrate these limitations, in the following we consider gait identification as a representative example of WiFi sensing tasks and demonstrate how the performance of a state-of-the-art method, WiWho [90] , suffers when (a) the sensing model is built from training samples collected from another environment, and (b) targeting more than a dozen of users.
Setup. Our evaluation environments include a hall and a corridor. The two environments are of different sizes and thus have different multipath effects on the wireless signal. More details of our evaluation settings are given in Section 6.1.
To collect training measurements, each user walked on a straight line and passed two WiFi devices 20 times. During testing, each user walked pass the evaluation scene on a straight line 10 times. The task of WiWho is to map a testing measurement to one of the known users. Impact of training data. The first experiment involves six users -the same number of users used to evaluate WiWho in [90] . We expect WiWho to work effectively on this user size. Figure 1a shows that a high accuracy (75% to 87%) can be achieved if WiWho is built using examples obtained from the testing environment. The performance is comparable to the accuracy of 75% to 80% reported in [90] . However, the accuracy drops to below 25% when the sensing model is built using samples collected from another site.
Environmental impact. Figure 2a shows that the CSI amplitudes collected for the same person is visually different across sites. To quantify the differences, we calculate the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance between each pair of the 10 measurements collected for this person. This metric is often used to quantify the similarity between signal measurements [69, 73] -the further the DTW distance is, the less similar two measurements are. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) diagram in Figure 2b suggests that a larger number of samples have a closer DTW distance when the measurements are taken from the same environment over those taken from different environments. The average DTW distance is increased by 40% when the wireless measurements are taken from a different environment, indicating that the testing environment has a great impact on wireless channel metrics. We also found that using directional antennas does not eliminate the problem, which is in line with the finding in prior research [66] . Clearly, a sensing model tuned for the hall will be ineffective for the corridor.
Impact of problem sizes. In the second experiment, we collect the training samples from the target environment, but we consider more target users. Figure 1b shows that the accuracy drops quickly as the number of users increases. The accuracy drops from around 80% to below 60% and 30% when targeting more than 10 and 60 users, respectively. Later in this paper, we demonstrate that the same issue is observed for gesture recognition -as the number of gestures increases, the accuracy of current sensing methods decreases greatly.
Lessons learned. This example shows that current classifierbased approaches have to collect the training samples of each target subject or activity from each deployment environment and only work for a small problem size. We want to have a technique that can utilize the WiFi training samples collected in one site for each new environment. If we can achieve this, we can then build sensing models for new environments using the same set of training samples at a low cost. We would also like the sensing method to work effectively on a larger problem size to support more subjects and activities.
CrossSense has been designed to address both issues.
OVERVIEW OF CROSSSENSE
The focus of our work is on enabling WiFi sensing (1) to work efficiently across sites by using a single set of training measurements, and (2) to scale to large problem sizes.
To enable cross-site sensing, CrossSense employs machine learning to learn a function to roam the WiFi training measurements collected from one environment to another. The roaming model takes in WiFi measurements collected from the data collection site and generates synthetic training instances as if the synthesize data were collected from the target environment. The model is trained off-line on a set of examples collected from the data collection site and each deployment site. The learned model is used to translate training measurements for any unseen subjects or activities. Crucially, the roaming model needs to capture how the environment affects the WiFi signal from a small set of examples, so that we can apply the model to synthesize a larger set of unseen measurements. This is detailed at Section 4.
To scale WiFi sensing to larger problem sizes, CrossSense uses multiple models to map the on-site WiFi measurement to the desired output. It then uses a classifier to select which expert should be used for the input measurement. Depending on the characteristics of the input signal, different models can be dynamically selected. This is different from all prior WiFi sensing studies that employ a one-size-fits-all model. We argue that a single model is unlikely to precisely capture the diverse inputs for a large problem size. This is described in more details at Section 5.
ROAMING WIFI MEASUREMENTS
CrossSense uses an artificial neural network (ANN) for translating WiFi sensing measurements across environments. The motivation for using ANN is twofold. Firstly, ANN can capture both linear and non-linear relationships, making it well The inputs to the roaming model are numerical feature vectors extracted from previously collected WiFi training measurements, and the outputs are the expected feature values of those measurements in the target environment. The set of features used is described in Section 5.1. Building and using such a model follows the 3-step process for supervised machine learning: (i) generate training data (ii) learn a model (iii) use the model. These steps are described as follows. Figure 3 illustrates the process for building a roaming model. We first collect some WiFi signal measurements from the deployment and the data collection sites. We then extract important quantifiable properties, or features, of the raw signal data. Finally, we apply a learning algorithm over the collected data to construct the roaming model. Figure 4 depicts the structure of our roaming model, which is a fully connected, feed-forward ANN with 7 hidden layers. The number of nodes of the input and the output layers is determined by the dimensionality of the feature set (see Table 5.1). The trained, fully-connected network can be pruned to remove some of the network pathways [31] . We stress that keeping the network structure simple is essential for learning an effective model from a relatively small training dataset. We also evaluate various neural network structures. This is discussed in Section 7.7.
Building a Roaming Model
4.1.1 Generate Roaming Model Training Data. In this work, roaming model training data are collected from some users. The subjects (e.g., gaits or gestures) involved in training do not need to be the same as the ones to be targeted during deployment. This is because the goal is to learn the wireless representation translation for a particular task (e.g., gait identification or gesture recognition) rather than for a specific subject. Specifically, the roaming model learns from training samples how to map a WiFi measurement from one environment to another. Once the model has learned the mapping,
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... it can then apply the learned knowledge to measurements of unseen subjects. In our experiments, the training dataset consists of gait and gesture data collected from the data collection site and each deployment site. A training user needs to perform the same activity (walking or performing a gesture) in both the deployment and the training environments. The initial training involves 50 and 10 users respectively to learn a roaming model for gait identification and gesture recognition for the first deployment site. Using transfer learning [87] , the number of roaming model training samples can be reduced by 4x when targeting additional sites without sacrificing performance (see Section 7.5).
Noise control. Unlike past work that asks users to repeat an activity a fixed number of times, we use statistical reasoning to determine the times on a per user basis. Specifically, we calculate the confidence range of the measurements based on a 95% confidence interval for four metrics: the maximum, average, minimum, and standard deviation values of each user's measurements; we make sure that the confidence range of each metric is within 10% of its mean. As a result, in our experiments, a user on average needs to walk 10 times and repeat a gesture 5 times to gather clean data. Walking pass wireless receivers and performing a gesture take less than 5 and 2 seconds respectively.
Training instance pairing. Recall that we need to learn, from the roaming model training data, how to map a subject's WiFi measurement from one site to the other. The mapping relation must be captured by the training examples. As such, a roaming model training instance consists of measurements gathered from the data collection site and the deployment site for a training subject or activity. Because we have taken multiple measurements from both sites, a sample from one site can be mapped to any of the samples gathered from the other site for the same subject (e.g., a user or gesture). To determine the mapping, we use a linear regression model to fit the training data. Specifically, we enumerate all possible mappings and then choose a mapping that leads to a regression fitting with the smallest mean squared error. Furthermore, instead of presenting the raw measurement values to the Session: Take Me Back to School: Learning and Sensing MobiCom'18, October 29-November 2, 2018, New Delhi, India learning algorithm, we transform the WiFi signal data into a fixed length feature vector. As detailed in Section 5, we use a range of features to capture diverse behaviors. Therefore, we generate, from the raw signal measurements of each site, a training dataset for each feature set.
Learning a Roaming Model.
After gathering sufficient training data, we build the roaming model by employing a supervised learning algorithm. The algorithm takes in feature values of the data gathered from (1) the data collection site (input) and (2) the deployment site (output). It produces a roaming model for each feature set. Training is a one-off cost performed off-line, and the learned model can be used for any new, unseen subjects without incurring extra training. Therefore, the training cost can be amortized when the number of activities to be targeted is greater than that involved in training the roaming model, which is likely to be the case for large-scale deployments.
Our roaming model is trained using Back-propagation with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). For a set of training examples X 1 . . . X n , SGD attempts to find the network parameters Θ that minimize the output of a loss function:
where loss function ℓ (x, Θ) computes the logarithmic difference between the model output and expected values. Intuitively, the goal of the loss function is to make sure that samples for the same subject are as similar as possible while samples from different activities are sufficiently discriminative. It is to note that we use grid-based search to automatically find the optimal hyper-parameters to minimize the loss on our training data.
Training cost. The total training time is comprised of three parts: gathering the raw wireless channel metrics, processing the raw data, and then building a model. Gathering the raw data consumes most of the total training time, in this work it took about 14 hours to collect gait and gesture data from 50 users from one environment. In comparison processing the raw data and learning the model took a negligible amount of time, less than 20 minutes on a multi-core server.
Deployment
Once we have built and trained the roaming models -one model per site, per feature set, we can use them to quickly translate the sensing model training measurements for each target subject from one site to another. An alternative is to map measurements from the deployment environment to the training environment, and then use the same classifier for activity sensing. There is no difference in terms of runtime overhead for this alternative and our approach. Exploiting this alternative is part of our future work. 
Transfer Learning
Prior work in machine learning has shown that ANN models trained on similar inputs for different tasks often share useful commonalities. The idea is that the information learned at the early layers of a neural network (i.e., those closer to the input layer) are used to capture the input and are mostly independent of the optimization goal. The later the network layers are, the more specialized the layers become.
Transfer learning has been demonstrated to be effective in processing mobile sensor data [72, 95] , and we believe it can be applied to wireless signals too. That is, we can utilize e.g., a trained roaming model between sites A and B to speed up the process for learning a model between sites A and C. This is because the first few layers of our ANN model are likely to focus on abstracting the input WiFi channel metrics and are largely independent to the model output. Since we use the same network structure, transfer learning is as simple as copying the learned weights of the learned model to initialize the new network. Then we train the model as normal but with fewer training instances. In Section 7.5, we show that transfer learning greatly reduces the training cost across deployment sites and tasks (e.g., using a gait translation model to speed up training of gesture translation).
SCALING TO LARGE PROBLEM SIZES
CrossSense uses multiple distinct expert models to scale WiFi sensing to larger problem sizes. The expert models are built from the WiFi training measurements of the target subjects such as users or gestures. When targeting a new environment, we use the synthetic training samples produced by our roaming model to tune the expert models for the new environment. During deployment, an expert selector decides which model to use, based on the on-site signal measurement. This process is illustrated at Figure 5 . Table 1 gives the set of features considered in this work. We use a range of features that were found to be useful in prior work of WiFi sensing, but new features can be added. These features are grouped into four categories: (1) statistics of the wireless channel [2, 60, 90] ; (2) compression features [9, 34] for which we apply the Discrete Wavelet Transform [67] to the wireless channel metrics to sample the time and frequency information; (3) spectrogram features such as the normalized energy at the main frequency [76] ; and (4) transformed features for which we covert the raw wireless channel measurements to a different form where discriminative Session: Take Me Back to School: Learning and Sensing MobiCom'18, October 29-November 2, 2018, New Delhi, India features can be easily found [12] . To extract the features, we first remove noise from the raw signal measurement (see Section 5.3). Next, we extract the feature values from multiple subcarriers of the wireless signal and store the feature values in a fixed vector of real values. Supervised learning typically requires feature values to lie in a certain range. Therefore, we normalize the value of each features to the range between 0 and 1. We record the maximum and minimum value of each feature found at the training phase, and use these values to scale features extracted from a new signal measurement during deployment.
Wireless Signal Features

Expert Models
To construct the expert models, we consider six classification techniques listed in Table 2 . For this work, a classifier takes in a feature vector of the input measurement to predict the target's label that the input corresponds to. Our classifiers are a mixture of linear (e.g., KNN) and non-linear (e.g., SVM with the RBF kernel) models which were proven to be useful in prior wireless sensing tasks. It is worth mentioning that other classifiers can be added and the process of expert model training and selection can remain unchanged.
Each classifier can be used together with one of the feature sets given in Table 1 . To decide which feature-model combinations should be used as an expert, we perform crossvalidation on the translated training measurements. We break the dataset into two parts. We train a feature-model combination on one dataset (expert model training set), and test the trained model on another dataset (expert model testing set). We keep a combination if it either gives the highest accuracy or can correctly classify testing cases where others fail. As a result, we keep the 10 combinations given in Table 3 . Expert models are tuned for each environment using the translated WiFi measurements produced by our roaming model. Learning in this context is to find model parameters that can closely correlate the feature values of the translated measurements to the corresponding subject or activity. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of each selected expert model on the expert model testing set for gait identification. Here we train each expert model on one set of data (i.e., users or gestures) and test it on another set of data. The collective scheme is considered to give the correct answer if any of the expert model in the collection gives the correct prediction. While no individual expert can correctly classify over 50% of the test cases, collectively, they can successfully identify all. Later in Section 7.1, we evaluate this approach on the full dataset and show that the same observation also applies to gesture recognition.
We note that expert models are automatically learned from training data, treating the problem domain and data patterns as black boxes; new applications and data patterns would be learned similarly, potentially causing the addition of new models. Like the roaming model, expert training and selection are also performed off-line and are an one-off cost.
Expert Selector
After learning individual expert models, we need to have a mechanism to determine which expert to use for a given onsite WiFi measurement. Our expert selector is a KNN classifier where k is set to 3 which is determined by performing crossvalidation on our training data. We use the translated WiFi training measurements of the target subjects or activities as fingerprints for choosing expert models. To determine which expert models to use, we find which of the three fingerprints are closest to the input collected during deployment. We then use the experts that are found, during training, to be effective for the closest neighboring fingerprints. Neighbor evaluation is performed by applying the DTW algorithm [52] Session: Take Me Back to School: Learning and Sensing MobiCom'18, October 29-November 2, 2018, New Delhi, India to the de-noised wireless channel metrics. We choose to use DTW because it is a well-established method for measuring the similarity between two temporal sequences [73] . We also note that no training is required for KNN because the algorithm works directly on the training samples. We use a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based method described in [75] to reduce noise and dimensionality of the raw measurement. We then choose the first 30 principal components given by PCA, which account for over 95% of the data variance. We record the PCA coefficients and use them to transform the input collected during deployment. The KNN algorithm then works on the de-noised input.
Modern WiFi devices typically have multiple transmit and receive antennas and a wireless channel is typically divided into multiple subcarriers. Therefore, the wireless channel metric can be measured independently from each subcarrier. For this reason, we first use KNN to select three experts from each subcarrier measurements, and then use majority voting to choose the final expert model.
Intuitively, learning an expert selector is easier than learning a one-size-fits-all classifier. This is because there are less classification labels to learn -as the number of expert models is typically smaller than the target problem size. It is also because there are often multiple experts that can correctly classify a given input and the expert selector only needs to pick one of them. We also note that one advantage of using KNN is that the distance used for expert selection can also be used to measure the prediction confidence, which essentially provides a degree of soundness guarantee. For example, if an on-site measurement is too far from any fingerprint, this might mean that either we do not have a fingerprint for the target, or the environment has changed significantly where a retraining of the roaming model is required.
Computational Cost
The computational overhead of mixture-of-experts mainly comes from training the expert models. Expert model training is a one-off cost unless new subjects or activities are targeted. It takes less than 15 minutes to train in parallel our 10 expert models on a multi-core server. This can be further accelerated using multiple servers to provide a near real-time model update. The overhead of selecting and using the expert is negligible, as only one model is used at a time. In our case, the expert selector takes less than 1 second to run, and classification takes less than 0.5 second by running the most expensive expert model, Adaboost, on a PC.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We thoroughly evaluate CrossSense using over one million wireless measurements collected from 100 users across three sites. All our experiments were approved by our IRB.
Evaluation Scenarios and Setup
Application scenarios. CrossSense is evaluated on two WiFi sensing applications: gait identification and gesture recognition, and two wireless channel metrics: CSI and RSSI.
Evaluation environments. We test CrossSense in three indoor environments of different sizes. Figure 7a shows the layouts and wireless setups of the three scenes. The first is a spacious hall entrance which mimics the reception area of a building. The second is a smaller, narrow corridor, and the third is a typical indoor environment with furniture include desks, chairs, bookshelves and appliances (see Figure 7b) . The CDF diagram in Figure 8a suggests Figure 2a onto a 2-dimensional space using PCA. As can be seen from the diagram, measurements from the same environment are more similar to each other; and as a result, we can group measurements into three clusters based on where the data come from.
Wireless setup. As an example, Figure 7b depicts the wireless setup of scene-3. To collect CSI, we used a mini PC with an Intel 5300 NIC as the receiver and a TP-Link WDR7500 wireless router as the transmitter (sender). The sender and the receiver are equipped with three antennas to acquire and record wireless channel measurements from 30 channels for each antenna. We run an open source CSI measurement tool [24] on the mini PC to obtain CSI measurements in a 5GHz WiFi environment. To measure the CSI, the sender pings the receiver at a rate of 1,000 packets per second, which is a standard sample rate used in past work [51, 85] . We use a XiaoMI note2 smartphone as the receiver to collect RSSI measurements. We varied the distance between the sender and the receiver in different sites (ranging from 0.4 to 2 meters). Like WiAG [66] , we collect gesture data from five positions. This is illustrated in Figure 7c where each data collection point gives the user's absolute position in centimeters (using the sender as the origin) as well as the orientation with respect to the receiver. The work of WiAG shows that a change in position of up to 31 cm or a change in orientation of up to 45 degrees has little impact on gesture recognition.
Participants. We recruited 100 volunteers (52 females) to participate in our experiments. As can be seen from Figure 9 , our subjects have different heights, weights and somatotype, as indicated by various body mass index (BMI) values, and thus represent wide user groups.
Gait data. To collect CSI data for gait identification, each participant walked in one direction, from the entrance of the room towards the other end of the room, to pass the two wireless devices at their natural speeds. We collected 20 wireless channel measurements per user per site, which yield in total 6,000 activity samples (100 users × 20 measurements per user × 3 sites).
Gesture data. We consider 40 gestures presented in prior work [2, 26, 32, 50, 60, 66, 77, 96] . The list of gestures is given in Table 4 . These include primitive gestures like hand moves down, combinations of primitive gestures such as updown (the hand first moves up and then moves down), and more complex patterns like putting up the cigarette [96] . Our evaluation targets a significantly larger number of gestures than any of the prior work seen to date, which typically was evaluated using a handful of gestures. We also stress that for gesture recognition, it is the number of target gestures matters as there is little difference for a gesture performed by different users. To collect gesture data, each user repeatedly perform each gesture 10 times in each site. This results in 1,200,000 activity samples (100 users × 40 gestures × 10 times per gesture × 2 channel metrics × 5 positions × 3 sites). Like other gesture recognition systems [2, 50, 66] , we require the user to perform a preamble gesture -a punch in our caseto determine the location and orientation of the user.
Naming conventions. We use collection_site -testing_site to denote a cross-site scenario. For example, s1-s2 means that we use the measurements collected in scene-1 to generate synthetic training examples for training and testing a sensing model for scene-2. Moreover, cross-site transfer learning is denoted as (s i − s j , s k ), which is a pair of (i) an existing roaming model from sites i to j, and (ii) the target model for the new site k. For instance, (s 1 − s 2 , s 3 ) means that we first learn a roaming model, m 1 , to translate WiFi training samples from scene-1 to scene-2, and then transfer the learned model, m 1 , to build a new roaming model, m 2 , to translate measurements from scene-1 to scene-3.
Evaluation Methodologies
Model Evaluation. We use cross-validation to evaluate our approach. The expert models are trained on the synthetic WiFi training measurements of the targets in a cross-site sensing scenario. We report the geometric mean accuracy across evaluation scenarios using the top-1 score, i.e., we check if Session: Take Me Back to School: Learning and Sensing MobiCom'18, October 29-November 2, 2018, New Delhi, India the model's output of the highest probability matches the expected answer. There is minor change in results when using top-2 and top-3 scores. Performance variances are shown using min-max bars. Compared to the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean is widely considered as a better performance metric, as it can better minimize the impact of outliers [20] .
Comparisons. We compare CrossSense against four stateof-the-art CSI-based sensing methods. These include WiWho [90] and WifiU [76] for gait identification, and WiAG [66] and WiG [26] for gesture recognition. We use the hand-tuned features of these competitive methods to construct sensing models. In addition to CSI, we also apply CrossSense to RSSI-based gesture recognition and compared it with TelepathicPhone [60] . We compare our roaming method to FitLoc [13] , a WiFi signal translation approach for RSSI-based localization.
Implementation. CrossSense 2 is implemented in scikitlearn [49] and Matlab. It was trained on a high-performance server, but ran on a desktop PC with a dual-core 2.4GHz Corei5 CPU and 16GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Highlights of our evaluation are as follows:
• CrossSense improves the classification accuracy of state-of-the arts from around 20% to over 80% under our settings (Section 7.1).
• CrossSense delivers consistently good performance regardless of the problem size (Section 7.2).
• Our roaming scheme allows existing WiFi sensing methods to work effectively across sites using a single set of WiFi training measurements (Section 7.3).
• Transfer learning reduces the number of samples needed for learning the roaming model by 4x (Section 7.5).
• We thoroughly evaluate CrossSense and provide detailed analysis on its working mechanisms. Figure 10 compares CrossSense against alternative approaches across training-testing-site pairs (i.e., using the WiFi training measurements collected from one site to build sensing models for another site). In all experiments, we make sure that the training and the testing datasets are different. As can be seen from the figure, existing approaches give disappointing results -less than 20% for most of the cases. This is because they cannot translate and re-use training measurements to build sensing models for a new environment. Further, the precision of existing approaches drops quickly as the number of target users or gestures increases. By contrast, CrossSense achieves the best accuracy for all evaluation 2 Code and data are available at: https://goo.gl/4z4iXv. scenarios, delivering an average accuracy of above 80% (and over 90% for CSI-based gesture recognition). CrossSense also gives less than 5% reduction in accuracy as the problem size increases from the smallest setting to the largest one. Compared to the over 2x drop in accuracy given by other schemes, CrossSense thus delivers the most reliable performance. Figure 11 shows that CrossSense delivers consistent performance across site pairs. While CrossSense only uses one set of WiFi training measurements, its performance is comparable to or even better than other approaches when their sensing models are trained using samples collected from the target environment. As such, CrossSense allows scaling WiFi sensing to new environments and larger problem sizes with higher precision but at a lower cost. Figure 12 summarizes how often an expert gives a correct classification across evaluation sites when targeting 100 users and 40 gestures. No single model correctly classifies more than 60% of the test cases, and the model capability varies from one environment to the other. The results emphasize that an universal model is unlikely to deliver good performance for large-scale and cross-site sensing problems.
Overall Performance
Finally, we note that a theoretically perfect expert selector for our collection of expert models would give an average accuracy of 94.5% and 98.5% respectively for CSI-based gait identification and gesture recognition. The results suggest that our chosen expert models are highly effective, which collectively lead to better sensing performance. If we can improve the accuracy of our expert selector, we can then further improve the accuracy of CrossSense. Figure 13 shows how the accuracy of CSI-based sensing changes as the problem size increases. To isolate the issue, we use the target's WiFi training measurements collected from the deployment site to build sensing models. We pick a given number of randomly chosen users and gestures as sensing targets, and repeat this process until all users and gestures are tested for at least once.
Changing Problem Sizes
Using training measurements collected from the target environment does help existing approaches on a small problem size to deliver an accuracy of around 80%. However, performance of the competitive schemes degrades as the problem size increases. Their accuracy can drop by over 20% when targeting more than 50 users or 10 gestures. When moving from the smallest setting to the largest one, their accuracy can drop by over 50%. By contrast, CrossSense delivers not only the best accuracy for all testing scenarios but also consistent performance across test cases. The drop in accuracy for CrossSense is much smaller (less than 2% on average) when the problem size increases from the smallest to the largest one. Table 3 correctly classifies an input across sites. 
Roaming WiFi Training Measurements
We now examine if the generated synthetic training samples are useful. To isolate the issue, we test all models on a small-scale problem of six target users and gestures at a time. Our roaming model is trained on data collected from users and gestures that are not used in testing. The roaming model is trained on 2,000 randomly chosen samples (1,000 measurements per site), and we repeat this process to ensure that each user and gesture is tested at least once. Figure 14 compares the accuracy of each method with and without using our roaming scheme. Directly using training Cross-site sensing with and without using our roaming mechanism. Roaming training measurements helps existing methods to achieve comparable precision as if the training samples were collected from each deployment site. samples of the target subjects collected from another site is a poor choice, giving only around 20% accuracy, which is only slightly better than making a random guess from the six possible options. Our roaming model gives a clear boost to cross-site WiFi sensing, improving the sensing accuracy by over 3.5x with an accuracy of above 75% (and over 80% for most of the cases). This level of performance is comparable to the accuracy when the model is built using training samples collected from the target environment. Here, we want to highlight that our roaming scheme is particularly useful when the sensing targets (e.g., visitors) constantly change, because the roaming model only needs to be trained once but can apply to unseen sensing targets.
CrossSense versus FitLoc
Wireless signal transfer has been exploited in prior work in indoor localization to translate wireless fingerprints between different areas within an environment. The transferring method employed by FitLoc [13] is the current stateof-the art. This experiment compares our roaming model against FitLoc's transferring method. We use the translated (or synthetic) WiFi training examples collected from one site to build our expert models for another site. We then test the trained expert models on unseen WiFi measurements collected from the testing environment. Note that we use the same set of features to train the expert models, albeit that the translated samples given by FitLoc and CrossSense from the same raw WiFi training measurements are different. The experiment targets 100 users and 40 gestures. Figure 15 shows that the method used by FitLoc is illsuited for our problems, leading to a low classification accuracy -less than 10%. This is because the translated measurements produced by FitLoc have lost discriminative information and do not provide distinguishing features to separate sensing targets. By contrast, our roaming model can capture the essential characteristics of the wireless representations, and thus leads to better classification performance.
Transfer Learning
This experiment applies transferring learning (TL) to learn a roaming model for both a new site and a different sensing task. The accuracy is calculated by applying WiWho to six target users and WiAG to six gestures using cross-validation.
TL for a new site. Sub-figures a and b of Figure 16 show the results for using TL to learn a roaming model for an additional site. Figure 16a gives the mean accuracy across site permutations when the model is trained using 500 samples. Using TL, we achieve a comparable accuracy of over 80% and 90% respectively for gait identification and gesture recognition, but using only one quarter of the samples that would be required without TL. Figure 16b shows the average performance when the new roaming model is trained with different numbers of examples for site permutation (s 1 −s 2 , s 3 ) . TL reduces the number of samples needed to reach a certain level of accuracy by approximately 4.5x, which in real terms means a saving of tens of hours for training data collection.
TL across tasks. Figures 16 c and d show the resulting accuracy when the roaming model is built from a model that was previously designed for another sensing task. Figure 16c gives the accuracy for different cross-site configurations. Figure 16d shows the accuracy achieved when different numbers of training samples are used to build a roaming model to transfer sensing model training samples from scene-1 to scene-2. The use of TL across problem domains can match the performance given by direct training, but requires nearly 4x fewer training examples.
Visualize network states. In an attempt to explain TL, Figure 17 depicts the internal state of the two roaming modelseach translates a CSI measurement from scene-1 to scene-2 and scene-3, respectively. We use a heatmap to visualize the intensity of each neuron activation of a network layer. From the top to bottom, we begin with a specific input feature vector. As information flows through the network, the layers become progressively more specialized to the target deployment environment. The activations from the top to the bottom layers become increasingly diverge. The mean variance of activations across the two models increases by three folds from 0.70 at the first hidden layer to 2.25 at the output layer. TL allows us to reuse the early layers of the network to speed up learning when targeting a new site or task. We also see that the output feature vectors are significantly different from the input. This reinforces our claim that a WiFi training measurement collected from one site must be translated before it can be used in another site.
Adapt to Environmental Changes
Changes in the environment could have an impact on finegrained sensing like gesture recognition. Prior work requires to recollect training data to update the sensing model if this happens. WiAG tackles the problem by using training samples collected from one location to create virtual samples for other target locations. Here we compare our roaming model against the virtual sample generation scheme of WiAG.
In the experiment, we added and removed a few stationary objects such as chairs and tables near the wireless devices. We repeated this process 10 times for each environment. This experiment was conducted over a period of three months. To adapt to the change, CrossSense first needs to collect 10 new samples from each target location from the changed environment (50 new samples for the five gesture locations in Figure 7c) ; it then uses the new samples to update the roaming model to generate new synthetic samples to refresh the sensing model. Collecting a gesture sample takes around 5 seconds, yielding a total of four minutes for 50 samples. Our initial roaming model is trained using 2,000 samples, which is a one-off cost. For WiAG, we use 500 new training samples to update its gesture translation model whenever the environment has changed. To isolate the impact of problem sizes, we use WiAG's classifier to recognize six target gestures. Our roaming model is trained on gestures that are not used in testing. 
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Hidden Layer 1 The violin diagram in Figure 18a shows the distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) variance after the environment has changed. This is calculated from the participants' positions. Figure 18b shows that our roaming model uses 10x fewer new samples to refresh the sensing model, but leads to a better accuracy. This is because our ANN-based model together with TL can better capture the environmental impact to the wireless signal; and consequently, it generates synthetic training samples with a higher quality. To match the level of accuracy given by our roaming model, WiAG would require to collect at least 1,200 new samples every time in each of our testing environments. While CrossSense incurs slightly higher setup overhead, it can adapt to the change faster in a constantly evolving environment.
Roaming Model Analysis
We also compare our chosen roaming model against alternative modeling techniques and neural network structures. Alternative modeling techniques. Figure 19 compares our ANN-based roaming model against four alternative regression model: support vector machines (SVM), naïve Bayes (NB), random forests (RF) and linear regression (LR), for each of the four feature sets listed in Table 1 . We consider CSIbased gait identification and use the same process and data to train all models. The results are given in Figure 19 . Since a measurement from one site can be mapped to multiple samples of the same subject collected from the other site, we calculate the mean square error for each possible mapping and show the range of errors on the min-max bars. The results suggest that the ANN model gives the lowest error across feature sets. Using an ANN also allows us to employ TL to reduce the cost for learning the roaming model. Impact of neural layers and training samples. Figure 20a shows the classification accuracy when the roaming model is constructed with different numbers of hidden layers. The accuracy is calculated by applying WiWho and WiAG to six users and six gestures respectively using cross-validation; T r a n s f o r m e d Figure 21 : CSI-based gait identification when using different numbers of expert models to target 100 users. and the roaming model is trained using 2,000 examples without TL. We observe that using 7 and 10 hidden layers give the best performance for gait identification and gesture recognition respectively. In this work, we choose to use a unified model structure with 7 hidden layers as it would require less training examples compared with the 10-hidden-layer alternative. Figure 20b reports a steady improvement in sensing model accuracy when using more examples to train the roaming model. Here we need more training data to build the gesture roaming model because gesture recognition needs to capture the subtle change of wireless signals at a finergrained level. The figure also suggests that one can continuously improve the sensing model by providing more training samples over time (see also Section 7.9). Figure 21 shows how the number of expert models affects the gait identification accuracy on each feature set. In addition to the six models listed in Table 2 , we also consider four additional techniques: ANNs, logical regression, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The accuracy is calculated on a per feature set basis by applying 10-fold cross-validation to the wireless measurements. We target 100 users, test all possible model mixtures, and collect the WiFi measurements from the target environment.
Impact of the Expert Model Size
As we increase the number of expert models, there is an improvement in accuracy, confirming that a single model is insufficient. At the same time, we observe that the accuracy reaches a plateau when using six classifiers. We choose to use six classification techniques in the work because there is little gain in accuracy after that point to justify the increased cost in expert model training. Figure 22 shows that the sensing performance can be continuously improved using samples collected from the deployment environment. The results are obtained by applying our mixture-of-experts method to 100 users and 40 gestures. The accuracy of the initial sensing model (learned using synthetic samples) can be improved by 4% for gait identification and 2% for gesture identification as we adding more samples obtained from the deployment site to the training dataset.
Continuous Learning
DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Naturally there is room for further work and improvements. We discuss a few points here.
Training cost. While our approach significantly reduces the cost of training data collection, it does not eliminate it. To further reduce the cost of learning the roaming model, one can employ a continual learning strategy, i.e., starting with a modest accurate model and then using the data collected in target environment to continuously improve the model over time (see Section 7.9). Active learning [15, 43, 44] can also be employed to direct the attention to collect samples that are most likely to improve the accuracy of the model.
Regression-oriented problems. CrossSense is evaluated on classification-based sensing problems. For regressionbased problems, e.g., tracking and localization [84] , we would need to replace our current classifier-based expert models with regression models. This may also require employing new features, but our methods for training measurement roaming, feature engineering and expert model tuning remain applicable.
Deep learning based feature representation. Recently, deep neural networks [17, 86] are shown to be powerful in extracting feature representations. However, they require many more training examples than that we use, which would incur prohibitive overhead because of user involvement. On the other hand, deep learning can be used within a continualand transfer-learning framework to replace some of our expert models or obtain signal embeddings [21] as features.
Other sensing platforms. We believe CrossSense can be applied to radio frequency (RF) based sensing [6, 70, 83] and Session: Take Me Back to School: Learning and Sensing MobiCom'18, October 29-November 2, 2018, New Delhi, India the extension is our future work. It would also be interesting to see if CrossSense can be combined with specialized sensing hardware [5, 7, 37] to provide higher precision.
Limitations. CrossSense is evaluated in a controlled environment (see Section 6.1). Limitations of our evaluation include using a single-link wireless setup and a single testbed across environments, a relatively short distance (within two meters) between the wireless transmitter and the receiver, only a single person is presented (i.e., no interference from other people around), and the changes in one environment over time are minor (e.g., furniture movements) rather than drastic (e.g., opening or closing doors). In future work, we plan to further assess the performance of CrossSense in more complex settings.
RELATED WORK
Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in exploiting wireless signals for tasks like gait identification [27, 76, 90, 92] , gesture recognition [8, 26, 32, 40, 42, 53-57, 62, 66, 71, 93] , localization [11, 63, 64, 69, 84, 88] , health and risk assessment [4, 7, 25, 36, 38, 45, 47, 48, 68] , activity detection [10, 14, 58, 59, 74, 75, 77, 80, 81, 89] , human detection [18, 82, 97, 98] and emotion recognition [94] . Indeed, wireless sensing has moved from an a research niche [78] to a mainstream activity. Wireless sensing maps a wireless measurement to an output. The dominant approach in most sensing applications employs a classifier that requires collecting the targets' training data from each deployment environment. WiAG [66] tackles the problem through generating virtual training samples for different locations in a single environment. However, WiAG is designed for gesture recognition but not cross-site sensing. Our work builds upon WiAG, utilizing its direction and location identification method to offer a generic framework for cross-site sensing. Other approaches use a so-called parametric approach whereby certain characteristics of the signal are linked with target activities. Parametric techniques are mostly limited to specific application areas, with gesture recognition being a prominent example [2, 32, 50] , and a small set of target activities. It is worth mentioning that an alternative approach for cross-site sensing is to leverage the frequency modulated carrier wave (FMCW) to track activities [3, 6, 41] . Such an approach can generalize to different environments and handle multipath. However, it is not compatible with the commercial-off-the-self wireless devices.
As we have shown in the paper, another significant drawback of prior sensing methods is that they typically only work on a small problem size. We address this problem by combing and selecting multiple sensing models.
Transfer learning is shown to be useful in activities recognition [16] , localization [46] , crowdsourced mobile activity learning [95] , and human activity recognition using sensor data [72] . Previous studies use transfer learning to translate training data, features or fine-tuning models for mobile sensor data. CrossSense builds on these past foundations to enable cross-site and cross-domain WiFi sensing.
Our mixture-of-experts approach is a form of ensemble learning [91] . Ensemble learning has been used in videobased gesture recognition [79] and gait identification [22] , face recognition [23] , information filtering [61] , and other optimization tasks [19, 39] . However, no work so far has employed ensemble learning for WiFi sensing and this work is the first to do so. We would like to stress that the goal of CrossSense is not to advance ensemble learning; instead, it uses the technique together with signal transferring methods to design a general learning framework for wireless sensing.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented CrossSense, a framework to enable WiFi sensing to work effectively across deployment sites and to target a large number of sensing targets. To reduce the cost and human involvement for cross-site sensing, CrossSense employs a machine learning model to generate, from a single set of WiFi training measurements, synthetic training samples for each deployment environment. To enable WiFi sensing to scale up to a larger problem size, CrossSense integrates a mixture-of-experts based sensing approach. It determines at runtime, the best sensing model out of a collection of models (experts), as there is no "one-size-fits-all" universal best model. Such an approach provides a mechanism to gracefully add additional new sensing models to target a wider range of sensing scenarios and tasks. We demonstrate the effectiveness of CrossSense by applying it to gait identification and gesture recognition and thoroughly evaluate it using over 1.2 million WiFi activity samples. Compared to prior work, CrossSense delivers the best and the most reliable performance across evaluation scenarios, and can work efficiently on problem sizes that are significantly bigger than that the current approaches can effectively handle.
